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This is a great gift idea for your friend or family 
member thinking about getting into beekeeping!



ABOUT WHEELER'S BEES

It all started in 2013. Our daughter Ella had
an interest in bugs and was getting ready to
start 4-H the following year. James was
looking for a family project that could get us
involved in something. Having grown up in
a woodshop, he thought that beekeeping
would be a great way to incorporate both
woodworking and the love for bugs. Isaac
and James would build the boxes in the
barn, and Ella and James would work in the
hives. They only needed to convince Abbey
to join this plan. After a blind taste test
distinguishing the difference between local
honey and store-bought honey, she was in.
That year, we started with three hives and
finished the year ten. Each year, we have
been blessed and have continued to grow
Wheeler's Bees. We have added Corban and
Boden into beekeeping operations. In 2015,
we expanded our business and began selling
bee supplies, as a service to our local bee
association. Two years later, we started
suppling bee packages and nucs. We have
enjoyed getting to know so many
beekeepers through the years and have been
fortunate to learn from our customers along
the way. 
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EQUIPMENT & HELP

EQUIPMENT: Our woodenware is made
with affordability in mind. Our in-stock
items can be custom made to fit your
apiary plan. Most of our woodenware is
made by “Beeline Woodenware” in
Mendon, MI. Their moto is “Our saw cut
Your price cuts”. We agree with this
statement and strive to be competitive on
our products.
HELP WITH ASSEMBLY: Assembling
beehives looks very simple, BUT some
parts can be very complicated with
multiple pieces and parts. Wheeler's Bees
can help with this from assembly to paint.
We can also provide assembly instructions,
so the job won't feel too difficult. There
are some pieces that you will buy that we
don’t offer unassembled. These are the
Screened Bottom Boards and some of the
feeder options. Check out what we have
available for assembled and painted.
PAINTING: This will be done by the
stack and spray method is used. Only the
outside faces will be painted; the top and
bottom edges will not be painted. Our
paint is an outdoor Flat White Barn Latex.
Painting can be done on most pieces with
a 2-week notice, prior to preferred dry
pickup. 

HELP WITH BEES: We love educating on
beekeeping.  If Wheeler's Bees does not
answer your questions, we will direct to
another professional who can. Your first step
needs to be taking a beekeeping class. Your
local Bee Association should have these
available. Our area's local chapter is Northeast
Indiana Beekeepers Association. They can be
found online at: neinbeekeepers.com. Once in
contact with your local chapter, they will be
able to provide you information on their
mentoring programs and available classes.
Having a mentor is the most valuable
resource for any beekeeper. 
Our store hours are 8:00 am-5:00 pm, Monday
through Friday and by appointment only on
Saturday. Please note that there is a 3%
convince fee on all credit card purchases. 

https://neinbeekeepers.com/


OUR BEES

06 Bees and Queens will not have sales tax, but credit cards will be charged an extra 3% of total cost. 

 

 

NUCLEUS or NUC: is a bee colony
that is already working with a mated
queen on five deep frames of honey,
brood, and pollen. 

PACKAGE: is a container of a caged,
mated queen and 3lbs. of bees. A
package will come will feed to sustain
the bees while in transit. 

NUCS and packages are available  with marked or unmarked queens. We
try to have queens available all season long. 



 FIVE FRAME NUCS 

  
5 Frame Nucleus Colony 

No Queen Marked Queen

$165.00 $170.00

3 LB. PACKAGE

  
3 lb. Package

Unmarked Queen Makred Queen

$130.00 $135.00

OUR BEES
QUEENS

 

Unmarked Queen

Marked Queen

$30.00

$35.00
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Queens will be marked with red for 2023. 

 

 

Bees and Queens will not have sales tax, but credit cards will be charged an extra 3% of total cost. 

Indiana Marked Queen

$35.00Indiana Unmarked Queen

$40.00



   2 Deep Complete Hive 

3 Medium Complete Hive

Unassembled Asssembled Painted

$163.00

$194.00

$194.00

$236.00

$215.00

$257.00

HIVE BODIES

  With Jacket

With Suit

Starter Kit Add-On

$123.00

$144.00
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COMPLETE HIVE PACKAGE

Hives are standard with finger jointed
construction, double wax coated plastic
foundations, screened bottom boards,
inner and telescoping covers, and an
entrance reducer. Two deep boxes are
the volume that the colony of bees needs
to make it through our northern Indiana
winters. There has been a trend done by
some beekeepers to use three medium
boxes instead, as the volumes are similar.
Those boxes can weigh significantly less
(60 pounds vs. 100 pounds) when doing
inspections. The medium boxes are the
same as what is used for honey supers.
Either way you decide to configure your
hive components, please allow 72 hours
prior to pick up for complete assembly
and paint.

 We bundled items that can be added to one of the Complete Hives above
to create a nice starter kit. Our bee suit or bee jacket, gloves, smoker, fuel,
and hive tool are included in this kit. There is a 3 per customer limit.

STARTER ADD-ON KIT

 



   

2 Deep + 2 Medium Complete Hive

Single Deep Complete Hive

Unassembled Asssembled Painted

$115.00

$242.00

$137.00

$305.00

$149.00

$326.00

5 Medium Complete Hive $278.00 $347.00 $373.00

   Deep

Assembled

10 Frame 8 Frame Paint

$19.00

$22.00

$18.00

$21.00

$3.00

$3.00

DEEP HIVE BODIES
Our Deeps are 9-1/2” depth 5/8” deep rabbet frame rests. They are
offered in both Finger Jointed and Rabbet Jointed Construction.

 Medium

Assembled

 

Paint

  

10 Frame 8 Frame Paint

$15.00

$18.00

$14.50

$17.00

$3.00

$3.00

MEDIUM SUPERS 
These are also known as Illinois or Midwestern supers. They
are 6-5/8” depth.

FOR BOX, FRAME, AND FOUNDATION 
PACKAGES See Page 15 

These options contain the same components making up the hives but with the complete boxes as described. The
2 Deep, 2 Medium Supers, and 5 Medium Hives have two added medium supers used for harvesting honey. This
would be a very common setup for a hive in northern Indiana. The Single Deep is a convenient starter hive and
is handy to do a split on a larger hive in the spring. Adding two medium supers to the previous is a common
configuration in our area and good choice for those wanting everything in one trip. 

HIVE BODIES
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SHALLOW SUPERS  
Shallow Supers are not as popular as they once were, but we
still feel there is a need. They are 5-11/16" depth.

  Shallow

Assembled

10 Frame 8 Frame

$14.00

$17.00

$13.00

$16.00

$3.00

$3.00

Paint

Medium

Assembled



   Top Cover

Assembled

10 Frame 8 Frame Adders

$24.00

$29.00

$23.00

$27.00

Paint: $5.00

Alum Only: $7.00

 These have a wide skirt with rabbeted corners. The 3/8”
plywood with .019 white aluminum form a heavy
weatherproof top.  There is a 1” aluminum drop.

TELESCOPING LID 

   Migratory Lid

Assembled

10 Frame 8 Frame Paint

$13.00

$16.00

$13.00

$16.00

$3.00

$3.00

This lid is made of 3/4" tongue and groove. The end and
top cleats fasten together to eliminate water going into the
end tongue and grooved boards. 

MIGRATORY LID 

This panel style has 1/8” recess on one side and 3/8” on the
other. The corners are tenoned. 1/4” Luann plywood. The 3/8”
sides can be notched for ventilation.

RAISED PANEL INNER COVER 

  Inner Cover

Assembled

10 Frame 8 Frame Notched

$11.00

$14.00

$11.00

$13.00

$2.00

$2.00

 

  Hive Cover

10 Frame 8 Frame

$40.00 $40.00

These covers are durable plastic covers that are double
walled for insulation value and max ventilation.  

ULTIMATE HIVE COVER
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COVERS



EZ NUC $16.00

  Solid Bottom Board

Assembled

10 Frame 8 Frame Paint

$16.00

$19.00

$16.00

$18.00

$4.00

$4.00

  Deep

Medium

Unassembled Paint

$28.00

$25.00

$3.00

$3.00

Extra Boxes

$15.00

$13.00

Assembled

$53.00

$51.00

This is a five frame NUC box made from corrugated plastic.
They are designed for one time use, but they are also durable
enough for mutlipe uses. The frame is not included. 

 

 

  Screen Bottom Board

Mite Tray

10 Frame 8 Frame Paint

$29.00

$5.00

$28.00

$5.00

$6.00

$5.00

Designed to be versatile and sturdy, this full 1/8” screen allows
full ventilation and mite drop. A mite tray can be added for
winter closure and mite counting. This is only sold assembled.

This bottom board has a reversible bottom tongue and
grooved construction with 3/8” entrance one side and 3/4” on
the other. 

SOLID BOTTOM BOARD

JESTER'S EZ NUC 

SCREEN BOTTOM BOARD 

ECONOMY NUC 
These are Rabbet Jointed Construction, containing simple
bottom board, and a migratory lid. They can come with or
without frames and plastic foundations.

 

BOTTOM BOARDS
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Imrie Shim $6.00

These 10 frame 3 inch spacers are for hive
management. They may be used for feeding or
for spacing supers from brood. 

 

Spacer $9.00

 
Box W/ Either Mesh $16.00

Extra Mesh $5.00

Assembled $105.00

Painted $126.00

   Solid

Unassembled Painted

$102.00 $147.00

Dbl Div Brood Feed

$16.00

Assembled

$123.00

 

SPACER

FOUR COMPARTMENT 
MINI-MATING NUC

WINTER FEEDER/ 
MOISTURE BOARD This works on the bottom of the hive. The

weatherproof drawer can be inserted on either
side and is designed so that the pollen will not
get wet. Escape cones and plywood cover
keeps debris out of the pollen. It comes with a
removable trapping strip to collect or not. 

POLLEN  TRAP 

These spacers are 3/4 inch and may be used for
queen cells, to add an entrance, for ventilation,
etc. 

This 3 inch spacer has been fitted with a
ventilation notch and support, for either 1/2”
welded wire to allow mountain camp or sugar
board feeding or the screen with wood chips.
They help control moisture similar to a
moisture quilt.

IMIRIE SHIM 
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POLLEN TRAPS & PERCH

The hive body is split the short way with mini
half frames and foundations. The solid dividers
are standard but can use double division
feeders for dividing into 4 compartments.  



   

 

Jar, Cloack, & Divider Board $42.00

FEEDERS

CANNING JAR, CLOAK, 
DIVIDER BOARD, & FRAME 

Similar to the canning jar board above,
this includes a queen excluder and has a
closable entrance and a removable
divider board. Jars are not included.

This 2 double feeder sits on top of
your hive. Bees have access via a center
slot. The feeder can have either
wooden floats or screen around
center. This only comes assembled.
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TOP FEEDER

   

Assembled (W/ Pair of Floats)

Assembled (No Float or Screen)

10 Frame 8 Frame Paint

$27.00

$33.00

$21.00

$27.00

$4.00

$4.00

Assembled (W/ Screen Added) $35.00 $30.00 $4.00

NUC

$19.00

$23.00

$26.00



 

Entrance Feeder $5.00

 

W/ Cap & Ladder $12.00

 
Deep $4.00

Medium $3.00

 
Metal $10.00

Plastic $4.50

FEEDERS
BOARDMAN ENTRANCE 

FEEDER

PRO FEEDER

QUEEN EXCLUDER
Place these between hive body and honey supers. These make it
easy to harvest honey, without brood in it.

These just need a mason jar added to fuel sugar water at the
entrance of your hive. This is also a convenient way to provide
water for your bees all summer.

This 1 gallon 2” Mann Lake durable plastic frame feeder is a great
way to feed. They come with a cap and ladder, which helps
prevent drowning. These feeders replace two frames in your hive.

GREEN DRONE FRAME 

Drone frames are only available in Deep and Medium. You can
use these frames for stocking up drones in your mating yard or as
a part of your mite management. 
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  Per Sheet

12.5 lb. Box 

Deep Medium Shallow

$1.70

$140.00
(88 sheets)

$1.10

$138.00 
(138 sheets)

$1.00

$138.00 
(150 sheets)

  

  Per Sheet

12.5 lb. Box 

Shallow Medium

$0.70

$144.00

$0.75

$150.00
(200 sheets)

  

  Per Sheet

100 Count Box

Deep Medium

$1.55

$150.00

$1.30

$125.00

PLASTIC FOUNDATION 
Deep foundations are black and medium and
shallow are white. Black is preferred for brood
making eggs and larva easier to see. White is for
the honey supers for better honey grading. All
plastic foundation is double wax coated. 

HOOK & WIRE WAX FOUNDATION 
We are able to provide an excellent quality
crimped,  hooked, and 100% bees wax
foundation. 

CUT COMB FOUNDATION 
For those who are wanting to make their own
cut comb, this thin surplus clean wax foundation
is the only way. Use this foundation with the thin
top bar frames. These only come in shallow size.
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FOUNDATION

 



   

Assembled

Unassembled

Deep Medium Shallow

$1.25

$2.00

$1.25

$2.00

$1.25

$2.00

Assembled W/ Plastic $3.75 $3.50 $3.75

Assembled W/ Wax & Pins $4.75 $4.00 $3.50

FRAMES 
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Standard wedged and
grooved top are available in
9- 1/8” (deep), 6-1/4”
(medium), and 5-3/8”
(shallow) with grooved or
split bottom bars. Assembled
frames will be glued and
stapled. When assembled
with plastic foundation,
black will be used in deep
frames and white will be
used in mediums and
shallows. When they are
assembled with hook and
wire wax pins, foundations
may be used to make sure
wax is hanging correctly.



A complete deep or medium hive body comes
with 10 frames with double wax coated plastic
foundations.

COMPLETE BOXES

   Complete Deep

Complete Medium

Unassembled Assembled Painted

$45.50

$41.00

$58.00

$52.00

$61.00

$54.50

Deep frames are black and medium frames
are white. Black is preferred for brood
making eggs and to make larva easier to see.
White is for the honey supers for better
honey grading. Frames are double wax
coated.

PLASTIC FRAMES 

 
Deep $3.25

Medium $2.75

   Deep

 Medium

Unassembled Assembled

$28.00

$25.50

$37.50

$35.00

This is a very common combination for frame
purchases. It comes with 10 frames and
foundations. 

10 FRAME KIT
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FRAMES 



 

 
Plastic $3.00

Metal $5.00

Easily catch and hold your queen
while you do your bee work. This is a
great tool for requeening or for just
keeping her safe when doing a split or
catching a swarm. 

QUEEN CATCHER 

 

Frame Grip $11.00

FRAME GRIP 
A frame grip is a great piece for
handling frames.

 

Frame Perch $15.00

FRAME PERCH
A perch hangs frames from the hive
bodies while you are inspecting the
hive. 

 
5 lb. Bag $3.50

25 lb.Bag $16.00

 
SMOKER FUEL 

Our very own shavings are used to
create this pelleted smoker fuel. Long
burn and ease of lighting make it a
good addition to your smoker.

 

10" SMOKER
10” Stainless Steel smoker with a cage
around the body to keep burns to a
minimum. This is a nice all-around
smoker and highly recommended. 

10" Smoker $34.00

 

BURLAP BAG
These can be used for smoker fuel.

Burlap Bag $2.00

HIVE TOOLS
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One Size $27.00

 

$79.00

 

All Sizes $21.00

 
Canvas Bee Jacket $58.00

Ventilated Bee Jacket $73.00

BEE SUIT  

PROTECTIVE GEAR
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This includes a fencing-style
veil, overlapping zippers
with Velcro flaps, thumb
holds, elastic wrists, zipper,
and elastic leg bottoms. This
is virtually bee proof and is
the best suit and is the best
value for your money. Sizes
are posted below.

BEE JACKET 
This is a shortened version of
the bee suit. This jacket has
the same sturdy fencing
hood, deep pockets, plus an
elastic waist.

BEE VEIL
Same fencing-style as the
suits and jackets and comes
with a tie. Use this veil with
or without a hat. We are now
carrying the round bee veil
for the same price.

GOAT SKIN GLOVES
These gloves are supple even
when wet. They are
washable, ventilated, and
long-sleeved. Sizes are posted
below. 

 
(SIZES:  XS, S, M, L, XL, 2XL, & 4XL)

Canvas Bee Suit

Ventilated Bee Suit $95.00



This 10" hive tool is used for
opening the hive or removing
and scraping frames. 

This hive tool has a sharp edge for
scraping. The J hook allows easy
removal of your frames. 

This strip protects your frame rest
in the hive body and allows
scraping of the frame rest without
damage. 

FRAME 
RABBET

$0.50

This comes in 8 or 9. Nail these
frame spacers into your super to
give accurate spacing.

STANDARD HIVE TOOL

ALUMINUM FRAME SPACERS

This hive tool is a combination of
the j hook and standard hive tool. 

ULTIMATE HIVE TOOL

J-HOOK HIVE TOOL 

$16.00

$9.00

$5.00

These come in 8 or 9. They
quickly space your honey super
frames.

8 OR 9 
AFS EACH: 

$13.00

FRAME SPACER

8 OR 9 
FS 

EACH: 
1.00

8 OR 9
 FS EACH:

$1.00
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TOOLS



Lemongrass oil can be used for
swarm trap bate.  Place a couple
of drops on a cotton ball and
place it in the swarm traps. 

Knock, knock.
Who’s there?

Honey bee.
Honeybee who?

 
Honey bee a dear and get me 

that for me plaease!

This can be oriented with 1" or 3"
wide depending on the season.
This protects the hive entrance
through winter and reduces
robbing. 

WOODEN ENTRANCE REDUCER 

$2.00

LEMONGRASS ESSENTIAL OIL

$10.00

These pens are used to mark
your queen. 

QUEEN MARKING PEN

$10.00

Brush bees off of frames safely
with this bee brush. 

BEE BRUSH

$6.00

MOUSE GUARD

$7.00

10 frame mouse guard, with 3/8”
holes, gives your bees full access.
It comes with two mounting
holes. Screws are not provided. 
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TOOLS



The jig is used to make frame
assembly easier. Jigs for a
building wood frame come in
deep or medium. 

FRAME ASSEMBLY JIG 

   

 
Frame Jig- Deep $43.00

Frame Jig- Medium $40.00

SUPPORT PINS
These come in plastic or
metal. Support pins help keep
wax straight.

 

  

  Metal Pins

Plastic Pins

250 1000

$23.00

$23.00

$81.00

$81.00

HIVE STAPLES
Staples are used to connect
the hive body to the bottom
board.

 

1 lb. Box $7.00

 

These provide entrance
reducing and ventilation
options, especially on NUC
boxes.

ENTRANCE DISCS

   

 
Plastic $1.50

Steel $4.00

HARDWARE
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HIVE BUTLER 
These can be used for frame
storage, swarm catching, and
uncapping tank, etc. 

 

  
FRAME SAVERS

Don’t throw away that nice
frame with the broken ear. Save
it by using a framer saver.  

 

Pack of 10 $6.00

GRAFTING FRAME
These deep frames have
removable bars for grafting your
queens. They work well with the
cups. See Page 25 for cups.

 

Grafting Frame $11.00

HARDWARE
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W/ Solid Lid W/O Lid w/ Vented Lid

220.00 110.00 88.00 110.00

Uncapping Tank Storage Lid ONLY

28.00



DOUBLE 
STRAINER
This two-screen
strainer is used to  
 filter your extracted
honey. Honey is ready
for consumption after
passing through this
strainer. It adjusts
from 10-15 inches.

 

Double Strainer $42.00

 

SERRATED 
UNCAPPING 
KNIFE
Wheeler's Bee's best cold
knife option for removing
capping's quickly from a
honey frame. From one
hive to hundreds, this
knife can do the work.

 

$25.00

Place between supers
and hive bodies to allow
bees to escape. 

TRIANGULAR 
BEE ESCAPE

 

Bee Escape $19.00

 

CAPPING 
SCRATCHER
Get the low capping’s
off your honey frames
or uncap the entire
frame with a scratcher. 
 This is also very useful
for pulling drone larva
and doing mite checks.

 

Scratcher $6.00

HOBBY 
EXTRACTOR
This 2/4 simple hand
crank extractor can
hold 2 deep frames or 4
medium/shallow
frames. 

 

2/4 Extractor $278.00

FUME 
BOARD 
This is a wooden frame
and top with a cloth
under-side for the
honey robber to be
sprayed. 

Fume Board $20.00

Serrated Knife

HONEY 
ROBBER

Honey Robber is an
easy, quiet, fast way to
remove bees from the
supers. Spray onto a
fume board and place
on top of the super and
the bees will run from
the smell. 

Pint $20.00
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HONEY EQUIPMENT



 

Beetle Blaster $2.25

 

1 lb. Patties Each $3.00

 

4.8 lb. Sugar Brick $14.00

 

100 Pack Cups $18.00

BEETLE BLASTER

PROTEIN PACKS
This feed comes by 1 lb. patties to
help boost brood production
when pollen is not available.

SUGAR BRICK
Sugar Bricks are made with
Honey B Healthy for
supplemental winter feeding.

Get hive beetles in check by
placing this between your frames
and let the bees chase the beetles
in.

GRAFTING CUPS
Cam twist cups fit nicely into the
slot in our grafting frame. Colors
may vary.

 

Grafting Tool $4.00

CHINESE 
GRAFTING TOOL

The plunger tongue allows for
easy placing of larva into cups
when grafting.
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GRAFTING & FEED



  

Pint

$29.00 $147.00

Gallon

Honey B Healthy

 

Super DFM $24.00

  

  

Pint

$29.00 $147.00

Gallon

Booster

AMINO B BOOSTER
This is a liquid protein that
works. It boosts brood and
improves colony vitality.

HONEY B HEALTHY
This is made with essential oils
that help stimulant hive health.
Ask associate for instructions. 

SUPER DFM
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BEE HEALTH

This is a probiotic for bees.



 

Robbing Screen $9.00

ROBBING SCREEN
This screen helps prevent honey
robbing. 

 

Test Kit $10.00

MITE TEST KIT
This easy-to-use test kit helps
to determine your hives verroa
mite load.

  

  

Apivar

$42.00 (10 pack) $53.00 (10 pack)

Formic Pro Apiguard

$68.00 (10 treatments)

MITE TREATMENTS
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BEE HEALTH
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ABBEY'S RECIPES 

I have always enjoyed
spending time in the
kitchen.  I have
realized that since we
have bees, I like
finding different
recipes to incorporate
our honey into.  The
kids love to help in the
kitchen, and don’t
mind taste testing the
recipes too.  It just
adds another area of
beekeeping that we
can all do together as a
family.

-Abbey Wheeler  



preheat your oven for 400°.
in a large bowl, combine flour, cornmeal,
sugar, baking powder, and salt. 
in another bowl, mix in the eggs, whipping
cream, cooking oil, and local honey. beat
continuously until mixed well. 
combine all by slowly stirring in the dry
ingredients. blend batter thoroughly. 
in a 9x9 greased pan, pour in your batter.
bake for 20-25 minutes. 

1.
2.

3.

4.

5.
6.
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ABBEY'S RECIPES 

1 cup of flour
1 cup of cornmeal
¼ cup of sugar
1 tbsp of baking 
powder
½ tsp of salt
2 large eggs
1 cup of whipping 
cream
¼ cup of any cooking 
oil
¼ cup of local honey

Ingredients:

Honey infused cornbread



½ cup of stone 
ground mustard
½ tsp of salt
½ tsp of paprika
½ cup of local honey
¼ tsp of cayenne 
pepper
2 cloves of crushed 
garlic 
2 tsp of lemon juice
choice of a package of 
chicken breasts or one 
pork roast

Ingredients:
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ABBEY'S RECIPES 

whisk all ingredients together. 
reserve ½ cup of the marinade to serve with
your finished chicken or pork.
  marinade your chicken or pork in a Ziplock
bag for at least 30 minutes. 
in an oiled pan, grill your marinaded
chicken or pork on medium heat for 18-20
minutes, or until golden brown. 
serve with your reserved marinade. 

1.
2.

3.

4.

5.

GARLIC honey mustard MARINADE



In a pitcher, mix the local honey and the
lemon juice thoroughly. 
 stir in the water. 
 add more honey for a sweeter lemonade
(optional).
serve over ice. 

1.

2.
3.

4.
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ABBEY'S RECIPES 

1 ½ cup of local honey
2 cups of lemon juice
13 cups of water 

ingredients:

Indiana state fair Honey lemonade

warm brew the tea bags using ¼ of the water
(1 quart). 
add in the honey and stir until it is
completely dissolved. 
pour in the remaining water (3 quarts). 
chill and serve over ice. 

1.

2.

3.
4.

Kristy's honey iced tea 
tea bags for 1 gallon of 
tea
1 up of local honey
1 gallon of water

ingredients:



4 large, sweet potatoes 
4 tbsp of olive oil
4 tbsp of local honey
2 tsp of cinnamon 
1 tsp of salt

Ingredients:
preheat oven for 375°.
Wash, peel, and cut sweet potatoes into cubes. 
in a bowl, mix the sweet potatoes, olive oil,
local honey, cinnamon, and salt together
until the potatoes are completely coated. 
spread sweet potatoes in a single layer on a
baking sheet. 
bake for 30 minutes or until sweet potatoes
are tender. 

1.
2.
3.

4.

5.
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ABBEY'S RECIPES 

honey roasted sweet potatoes



simply mix all ingredients together in a
small bowl. 
serve with chicken tenders, salads, or
pretzels.

1.

2.
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ABBEY'S RECIPES 

¼ cup of local honey
¼ cup of spicy brown
mustard
¾ cup of mayonnaise 

Ingredients:

honey mustard dressing

SUGAR
 1⁄4 CUP

1⁄3 CUP
 ½ CUP
1 CUP

HONEY
3 TBSP
3 TBSP

1⁄3 CUP
¾ CUP

HONEY CONVERSION CHART



 

3 LBS. BOTTLE OF HONEY
$18.00

 

 

1 LB. GLASS JAR
$7.00

 

8 OZ BOTTLE OF HONEY
$4.00
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HONEY PRODUCTS

1 LB. PLASTIC BOTTLE
$7.00

2 LBS. PLASTIC BOTTLE
$12.00

2 LBS. GLASS JAR
$12.00



 

 

 WHOLE HONEYCOMB
$16.00

 

HONEY STICKS
$0.25 EACH

HONEY PRODUCTS
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1 LB. BAG OF CANDY
$7.00 PER LB. 

HALF GALLON GLASS JAR
$30.00

CREAMED HONEY
$12.00 

HALF HONEYCOMB
$8.00

CINNAMON, SOUR 
ORANGE, PEACH, 

PINA COLADA, 
HONEY, SOUR APPLE, 

SOUR RASPBERRY, 
GRAPE, ROOT BEER
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INDEX
A

Aluminum Frame Spacers... 20
Amino B Booster...................26
Apiguard................................. 27
Apivar.......................................27

B
Bees..................................... 6, 7
Bee Brush............................. 21
Bee Jacket............................ 19
Bee Suit.................................19
Bee Veil................................ 19
Beetle Blaster...................... 25
Boardman Feeder.............. 14
Bottom Board..................... 11
Burlap Bag........................... 18

C
Canning Jar.......................... 13
Canning Jar Board............. 13
Capping Scratcher............ 24
Chinse Grafting Tool....... 25
Cloaking............................... 13
Complete Boxes................. 17
Complete Hive.................... 8
Cut Comb Foundation..... 16

D
Deep Hive Bodies............... 9
Divider Board..................... 13
Double Strainer .................24

E
Economy NUC..................... 11
Entrance Disc........................22
Entrance Feeder.................. 14
Events......................................43
EZ NUC................................. 11

F
Feeder Board ..........................12
Five Frame NUC.....................7
Formic Pro.............................27
Foundation.............................15
Four Compartment NUC.. 12
Frames..................................... 15
Frame Assembly Jig..............22
Frame Grip............................ 18
Frame Perch.......................... 18
Frame Rabbet....................... 20
Frame Saver.......................... 23
Frame Spacer....................... 20
Fume Board.......................... 24

G
Goat Skin Gloves................. 19
Grafting Cups........................25
Grafting Frame..................... 23
Grafting Tool........................ 25
Green Drone Frame............ 14

I
Imrie Shim................................ 12
Inner Cover.............................. 10

J
Jester's EZ NUC....................... 11
J-Hook Hive Tool....................20

K
Kit ..................................8, 17, 27

L
Ladder................................... 14
Lemongrass Oil................... 21

M
Medium Supers..................... 9
Migratory Lid...................... 10
Mite Test Kit....................... 27
Mite Tray.............................. 11
Mite Treatments................. 27
Moisture Board.................... 12
Mouse Guard........................ 21

P
Package......................................7
Plastic Foundation.............. 16
Plastic Frame........................ 17
Pollen Trap........................... 12
Pro Feeder............................. 14
Protein Packs........................ 25

Q
Queens..................................... 7
Queen Catcher.................... 18
Queen Excluder................... 14
Wueen Marking Pen........... 21

R
Raised Panel Inner Cover. 10
Robbing Screen................... 27
Recipes.... 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33

S
Screen Bottom Board......... 11
Serrated Uncapping Knife. 24
Shallow Supers.......................9
Smoker................................... 18
Smoker Fuel......................... 18
Solid Bottom Board............ 11
Spacer..................................... 12
Standard Hive Tool............ 20
Starter Add-On Kit.............. 8
Sugar Brick............................ 25
Support Pins......................... 22
Super DFM............................ 26

T
Telescoping Lid................. 10
Top Cover........................... 10
Top Feeder.......................... 13
Triangular Bee Escape..... 24

U
Ultimate Hive Cover..... 10
Ultimate Hive Tool....... 20

W
Wooden Entrance Reducer 
...............................................21

H
Hives..............................................9
Hive Butler............................... 23
Hive Staples.............................. 22
Hive Tool................................... 20
Honey................................... 34, 35
Honey B Healthy.....................26
Honey Extractor..................... 24
Honey Robber........................ 24
Hook & Wire Foundation... 16

N
NUC....................................... 12
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PLACE AN ORDER:

To place an order, please visit wheelersbees.com. Pick up is 
in store only. We do not ship purchases. Our hours are 
Monday- Friday 8:00 am- 5:00 pm. Saturday hours are by 
appointment only. 

RETURN POLICY:
Returns are made at owner's digression only. Size exchanges 
are allowed in store only, as long as the item is not damaged 
in any way. 

SALES TAX:
We collect sales tax based on Indiana State Law Rates, 
unless we have your tax exemption on file. No sales tax will 
be added onto our honey products, as they are food items. 

PURCHASE & ORDERING

Published: January 2023



Please feel free to 
cut order forms 
out for faster 
purchasing.

ORDER FORMS
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Northeastern Indiana Beekeepers Association- Field Day

MAY
20TH
2023

Location: Wheeler's Bees 7224 E 900 N, Ossian, IN 46777

EVENTS

Northeastern Indiana Beekeepers Association- Beekeeping School

MARCH
18TH
2023

Location: Classic Cafe 4832 Hillegas Rd, Fort Wayne, IN 46818

Mark Your Calander
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PHONE: 260.223.7354
EMAIL: james@buskirkeng.com
WEBSITE: wheelersbees.com

FOLLOW US ON FACEBOOK: 


